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ABSTRACT 
 

Analyzing the applicability of the variance in environmental changes, as per geographical atmosphere, its impact, and solution 

process in objectual understanding of moments of earth and relevant systems. Major factors to be taken into consideration 

relating to global warming, biological environmental, social, and health issues. Analyzing consists of Wheel based analyses, 

Environmental based analyses, and Associative thinking analyses Concluding factors can be considered for solutions. 
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This research relating to the effects of the universal system on the environment and living beings in the course of time intervals 

and understanding the survival systems and practical observation. 

 

Research based on the Psychology, artificial intelligence and astrobiology 

As in the study of Psychology and artificial intelligence, as per observation in line with astronomy the effects of rotating earth on 

surrounding places and living beings in the form of vibration that causes disturbances in the movement of actions, health habits 

and living styles. The position where one is standing is not the same in the sense of universal position, when it is seen from the top 

of the sky the position will be changing as like the needles in the clock. The diagram reflects the position of planet earth at 

different times in a day, how it changes and impacts the environment and living beings finally. 
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As one is standing on the earth the vibrating effects will be observed by the body which results in behavioral changes. The 

vibrations changes from minute to minute, hour to hour and day to day on some days we will observe more adverse changes and 

some days will be seen as normal. Routine misbalancing symptoms consists of body disorders including on surrounding places 

and living beings. The changes can be identified as the cracks and displacements. In living beings sense organs notice and brain 

gets cautious. It is noticed disorders like soil erosions gets submerged and get normal in the time intervals, where as in living 

beings there will be inbuilt mechanism gets activated and bring the changes to normal in the time intervals by taking necessary 

precautions. 

 

Practical observation of earth movements with the technique of gravity followed in line with the astronomical studies. As per 

practical observation the changes of movement of earth can be identified by keeping a thread string on the side of a wall, it is 

noticed on the bottom of the thread there is a gap between the thread and the wall. In continuation of observation if the thread is 

kept on the four sides of the pillar it is observed four different measurements, changes from morning to evening and one day to 

other day. In the long-time observation, it is observed the measurements gets changed on first ten to fifteen days in the month 

before the full moon and after the full moon. By the below diagram it is observed the slightly different changes in the position of 

the string.   

 
 

The three months observation reading noted as below at two different positions 
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By the above observation it is identified that the measurements can be applied to any of the living or non living object similarly 

and the relativity causes different kinds of effects basing on the objects and their sustainability. By this research it is concluded by 

observing the movement of  the earth we can estimate the effects and helpful in finding the remedies by taking corrective steps. ..   
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